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Brother Direct Thermal Continuous Label Roll

Brand : Brother Product code: BDE-1J000102-102

Product name : Direct Thermal Continuous Label Roll

- Label size: 102mm continuous roll
- Direct thermal label printing
- High quality label outputs
- Compatible with selected TD label printers
102 mm x 58 m

Brother Direct Thermal Continuous Label Roll:

Direct thermal label printing

The BDE-1J000102-102 label roll can support a range of continuous printing applications in pharmacies,
transportation and logistics and food traceability without the need for ink or toner.

With a roll length of 58m, you can easily print barcode labels with text and logos from your compatible
Brother label printer.

By choosing a Certified by Brother International Europe label roll, you'll ensure that your direct thermal
label printer continues to work at its best.

The Brother BDE-1J000102-102 continuous white labels are suitable for a wide range of labelling
applications.

Printing continuous direct thermal labels 102mm in width, this supply is perfect for printing medicine
labels, shipping labels, pallet labels and food ingredient labels.
Cannot be bought individually as it is delivered in packages of 8.

Features

Product colour * White
Label type Self-adhesive printer label
Type Continuous label
Print technology Direct thermal

Compatible products TD-4410D, TD-4420DN, TD-4520DN,
TD-4550DNWB

Weight & dimensions

Label width 10.2 cm

Packaging data

Quantity per pack 1 pc(s)

Packaging content

Rolls per pack 1

Logistics data

Harmonized System (HS) code 84439990
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